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Abstract

E-cigarettes are now the most popular quit aid chosen by smokers in England. Mobile phone text messages have been

shown to be a useful tool in facilitating smoking cessation attempts by providing behaviour change support. To date, no

published examples of text messages exist specifically aimed at smokers attempting to quit with e-cigarettes (vaping).

As part of a parent study, we led an online call to vapers asking what advice and information they would give, in the form

of a text message, to smokers wishing to quit smoking by vaping. We received 102 initial suggestions. Alongside

behaviour change and smoking cessation experts, we checked the messages for readability and scientific accuracy,

removed inappropriate messages, refined and edited others, and added additional messages. Messages were also

grouped by theme and relevance to the stage of quitting. 95 messages were taken forward for further evaluation by 376

smokers, ex-smokers and vapers. Here we present the full set of 95 messages along with a final set of 78 that were

selected and ordered for our parent study by two members of the research team along with four vapers. We encourage

engagement with this resource and further validation from researchers interested in smoking cessation with e-cigarettes.

Definitions

E-cigarette
Defined by Robert West

Dual use of electronic cigarettes and cigarettes
Defined by Sharon Cox

Background 
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E-cigarettes are now the most frequently used aid by smokers making a quit attempt in England [1] and there is growing

evidence for their efficacy within clinical trials [2][3]. The most recent Cochrane review of the evidence reported with

moderate certainty that when used in randomised studies, e-cigarettes are more efficacious than nicotine replacement

therapies in helping smokers to quit[4]. The popularity of e-cigarettes along with their growing evidence for helping people

quit smoking is encouraging, but to date, there is a lack of evidence on what are the important components of e-cigarette

use that help people to quit and what can be done to support smokers to use them more often. This is important as

complete switching is associated with more frequent use[5], and complete switching is associated with reduced harm[6].

Mobile phone text messaging has been shown to assist people across a range of health studies to change their behaviour

and adapt to healthier habits[7]. Text message support is well used in smoking cessation studies and increases

intervention effectiveness especially when compared to minimal support[8]. At the time of writing, there is limited evidence

on their use within e-cigarette studies and no published examples of text messages specifically for new vapers. Here we

present a set of text messages developed for a parent study[9] designed with vapers, smokers and experts from within

behavioural science. 

 

An estimated one third current vapers also continue to smoke (known as dual use)[10], and many smokers have tried an e-

cigarette but have not continued use. There are several cited reasons for this:

 

Satisfaction: According to the cross sectional survey by Action on Smoking and Health (ASH)[10], of those who currently

vape and do not smoke, two-thirds find vaping equally or more satisfying than smoking. However, for dual product users,

around two thirds do not find vaping as satisfying. For those smokers who have tried an e-cigarette but discontinued use

80% report satisfaction as key reason for stopping vaping. 

 

Perceptions of harm and safety concerns: Public perceptions of e-cigarettes are not aligned with the evidence. In the

survey by ASH[10], the proportion of smokers who correctly believe e-cigarette use is less harmful than smoking fell from

48% in 2019 to 39% in 2020. Indeed in the same survey, 14% of smokers who had not yet tried an e-cigarette also cited

concerns about product safety. Others have also shown that smokers perceptions of e-cigarettes became more negative

since the highly publicised media reports of the outbreak of e-cigarette, or vaping, product use-associated lung injury

(EVALI) [11]. Eventually, the CDC announced that the majority of cases were associated with inhalation of vitamin E

acetate, an additive typically found in some tetrahydrocannabinol vaping devices obtained from informal sources.

 

Continued addiction: In each of the annual ASH surveys the most common reason given by current smokers for not trying

an e-cigarette is feelings of swapping one addiction for another[10]. 

 

Practical and technical problems: A number of published studies including the ASH survey have highlighted the

difficulties people find with e-cigarettes[10]. In ethnographic work it has been cited that some individuals have been put off

by the technical aspects of e-cigarettes and breakages lead to relapse to smoking[12][13]. Finding the right e-cigarette has

also been cited as an important facilitator in being able to transition fully from smoking to exclusive vaping[12]. 
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Public involvement can improve health research through the optimisation of specific research components which

researchers may miss or undervalue[14]. Some of us have previously published on the importance of including those with

lived experiences of quitting by vaping in advancing the science of tobacco harm reduction[15]. As shown above, there are

several reasons why smokers may give up on vaping, therefore we wanted to include the experiences of vapers and

smokers to develop a set of text messages which can be used to support smokers new to vaping to quit smoking. In

January of 2019, we led an online (Twitter) call to vapers asking for help in developing text messages that could be used in

a parent study, and that would be sent to smokers using an e-cigarette for first time during a quit attempt. We asked people

to reflect on their own experiences of quitting and to consider what they would have found/would find useful in quitting

smoking by vaping. We received 102 suggestions. These text messages were checked for readability and scientific

accuracy.  Messages that were factually incorrect, difficult to understand, very similar in content, inappropriate, or overly

long and couldn’t be shortened were removed.  Others were reduced to fit the standard 160 characters for a text message

or re-worded to improve readability.  The research team also added their own messages and messages were themed and

mapped onto behaviour change constructs of the COM-B model[16].  Table 1 (see attachments) presents the full set of 95

text messages that were evaluated in a survey to 376 smokers, ex-smokers and vapers in September 2019 (details to be

published elsewhere). Some of these messages are similar in wording and researchers are encouraged to choose the

messages which suits their population best rather than present them all. Messages used in our parent study (alongside

other pre-validated generic smoking cessation text messages from cessation trials – not shown here)[17] are

indicated. Table 2 (see attachments) presents a reduced set of 78 messages, amended and ordered with the assistance

of four vapers, which could be used as a standard set in a 3 month texting program. A methods paper describing the

development of these messages is in preparation.  

 

While not currently validated, these text messages fill an important gap in the published literature and provide examples of

messages that can be used across a range of smoking cessation by e-cigarette studies. Importantly, these messages have

been co-developed with people who have used, and are using, an e-cigarette, and that should also help researchers in the

field as public involvement is increasingly more important in intervention design. We welcome feedback on these

messages from the research community and further validation and input.
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